In Memory of Butch Miller
from Jerry Larson
In Memory of Leona Dontje
from Hazel Hood
In Memory of Opal Masters
from Craig, Sandy, Scott & Bryan Sorbo
In Memory of Opal Masters
from Darvin & Marilyn Schnell
In Memory of Joe O’Brien
from Hazel Hood
In Memory of Tim Anderson
from Pastor & Mrs. Virgil Anderson
In Honor of Paul Anderson
from Pastor & Mrs. Virgil Anderson
In Memory of Ralph “Dutch” Shriner
from Hazel Hood
In Memory of Dave Knox
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Leland “Lee” Alig
from Hazel Hood
In Memory of Clayton “Ray” Jacobson
from Hazel Hood
In Memory of Irene Enerson
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Lee Alig
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Honor of Doug & Connie Anderson
from Deb Anderson
In Memory of Ray & Edna Henningsen
from Deb Anderson

In Memory of Lars & Olive Anderson
from Deb Anderson
In Memory of Susan Wilson
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Patrick Kenney
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Carl Loeschen
from the staff of the Estherville Public Library
In Memory of Dr. Russell Lester
from Helen Lester
In Memory of Charles Beaver
from Gladys Beaver
In Memory of Buck Johnson
from Wilma Johnson
In Memory of Ila Sawyer
from Harold Sawyer
In Memory of Wayne Lynch
from Tom Lynch
In Memory of Donna Lynch
from Tom Lynch
In Memory of Alma Klein
from Dan, Marty Cae & Kelli Klein
In Memory of Staci Birkland
from Kelli Klein
In Memory of Robert Weir
from Edna Weir
In Honor of Henry Klingbeil
from Edna Weir
In Honor of Duane Wunn
World War II Veteran
from Dolores Wunn family
In Memory of John Brunskill
from Norma Brunskill
In Memory of John Bartels
from Esther M. Bartels
In Memory of Daryl Bartels from Esther M. Bartels
In Memory of Leland Clymer from Jan Clymer & family
In Memory of Gene Martin from Steve & Diane Pritts
In Memory of Dot Martin from Steve & Diane Pritts
In Memory of Amanda & Sam Bondhus from Ruth Bondhus
In Memory of Lucius & Vada Thomas from Helena Thomas
In Memory of Dewey Enderson from Larry & JoAnn Enderson
In Memory of Don Lair from Nona Lair-Klein
In Memory of Alma Klein from Nona Lair-Klein
In Memory of Loren Moklestad from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Glenn & Dorothy Story from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Art & Dorothy Johnson from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Hoyt & Ruth Luithly from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Paul & Peg Pearson from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Howard & Maree Heidke from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Brodie & Ruth Shreck from Joyce Moklestad
In Memory of Liz & LeRoy Schacherer from Louie & Shirley Schacherer
In Memory of Barb Quastad from Louie & Shirley Schacherer
In Memory of Oral Bonstead from Louie & Shirley Schacherer
In Memory of Loved Ones from Velma White
In Memory of Dennis Murray from Chuck & Ardis Murray
In Memory of Cordia Huntley from Chuck & Ardis Murray
In Memory of Charles B. Mace from Jerry, Tanya & Wren Doyle
In Memory of Tedd Drevs from Ev Drevs
In Memory of Tedd Drevs from Julie Bates
In Memory of Tedd Drevs from Cynthia Drevs
In Memory of Tedd Drevs from Merriel Drevs
In Memory of Tedd Drevs from Nancy Drevs
In Memory of Nova Demoney from Jan Stevens
In Memory of Mabel Demoney from Jan Stevens
In Memory of Fred Miller from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of Jo Miller from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of E. C. Johnson from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Honor of Josie from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of Lloyd Johnson from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of Ethel Johnson from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of Belle
from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Honor of Mary Johnson
from Merle & Carol Johnson
In Memory of Margaret McFadden
from John L. McFadden
In Memory of Tom Eide
from Gloria Nath
In Memory of Clara Hanson
from Gloria Nath
In Memory of Merle Hanson
from Gloria Nath
In Memory of Herman & Pearl Zerke
from Donna Zerke
In Memory of Russell Frick
from Duane Frick
In Memory of Charles Vernon Edwards
from Artis Edwards
In Memory of Frank Lown
from Mary Lown
In Memory of Bob Lown
from Mary Lown
In Memory of Pam Lown
from Mary Lown
In Memory of Albert Kreutzhampf
from June Kreutzhampf
In Memory of Pearl Kreutzhampf
from June Kreutzhampf
In Memory of Willis F. Godfrey
from Keith & Gladys Godfrey
In Memory of Jess L. Galloway
from Keith & Gladys Godfrey
In Memory of A. J. McDonald
from Robert & Toni McDonald
In Memory of Dallas Custer
from Shirley Custer
In Memory of Katherine Knodle
from Kathy Anderson
In Memory of Josephine Joy
from Sharon Joy
In Memory of A. C. Joy
from Sharon Joy
In Memory of Florence (Tangeman) Willison
from Bruce and Susie Wunder
In Memory of Cordia Huntley
from Arnold & Karene Huntley
In Memory of Dutch Shriner
from Joyce Shriner
In Memory of Adolph & Lucille Erickson
from Marlys & Henry Kroenke
In Memory of Albert & Anna Kroenke
from Henry & Marlys Kroenke
In Memory of Esther Isakson
from Joyce King
In Memory of Ray & Edna Henningsen
from Doug & Connie Anderson
In Memory of Lars & Olive Anderson
from Doug & Connie Anderson
In Memory of Linda Phillips
from Deb Anderson
In Memory of Sue Wilson
from Deb Anderson
In Memory of Erna Smith
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Rose Walz
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Carl Walz
from John & Carolyn Walz
In Memory of Jane Johnson
from John & Carolyn Walz

In Memory of Maye Case
from John & Carolyn Walz

In Memory of Irvin Knutson
from John & Carolyn Walz

In Memory of John Powers
from Lois Powers

In Honor of Dean & Denise Christensen
from Dennis & Belva Henrickson

In Honor of Tyler Clabaugh
from Dennis & Belva Henrickson

In Memory of Delores Dix
from Dan & Shirley Youngblut

In Memory of Jack Youngblut
from Dan & Shirley Youngblut

In Memory of Dale Moritz
from Leonard Moritz

In Memory of Evelyn S. Carlson
from Madalyn Frederick

In Memory of Leo Olson
from Marguerite Olson

In Memory of Waldo Brink
from Rod Brink

In Memory of Alma Brink
from Rod Brink

In Memory of Walt Howard
from Rod Brink

In Memory of Irvin Knutson
from Opal Knutson

In Memory of Lee Bunge
from John Bunge

In Memory of John Hofstader
from Jean Hofstader

In Memory of Keith Shultz
from Michael & April Shultz

In Memory of Brandon Thompson
from Michael & April Shultz

In Memory of Dorothy Blass
from Michael & April Shultz

In Memory of Norman Blass
from Michael & April Shultz

In Memory of Harold Lenox
from Lois Lenox

In Memory of Clarence Burkart
from Loren Burkart

In Memory of Pete Burkart
from Loren Burkart

In Memory of Karen Hanover
from Loren Burkart

In Memory of Evelyn Peterson
from Donna Peterson

In Memory of Sarah Hutchinson
from Donna Peterson

In Memory of Oliver Anderson, Jr.
from Oliver & Marvel Anderson

In Memory of Glenn & Dorothy Story
from Scott & Becky Olk

In Memory of Linda Phillips
from Scott & Becky Olk

In Memory of Harry Berchenbriter Sr.
from Carol Swartz

In Memory of Milford & Verna Sampson
from Bob & Jean Grems

In Memory of Tony Moffitt
from Bob & Jean Grems

In Memory of Les & Hazel Grems
from Bob & Jean Grems

In Memory of Dale Higgins
from Bob & Jean Grems

In Memory of Pauline Michels
from Bob & Lili Jensen
In Memory of **Gene Jensen**  
from Bob & Lili Jensen  
In Memory of **Raymond & Irma Hasbrook**  
from Gregory & Sharon Salazar  
In Memory of **Kevin Smith**  
from Charlotte Stinar  
In Memory of **Leslie Stinar**  
from Charlotte Stinar  
In Memory of **Jane Johnson**  
from Daron Johnson  
In Memory of **Bob Heywood**  
from Motor Inn, Inc.  
In Memory of **Roger Tompkins**  
from Kathy Tompkins  
In Memory of **Pete Obye**  
from Kathy Tompkins  
In Memory of **Ruth Obye**  
from Kathy Tompkins  
In Memory of **Tom Rose**  
from Kathy Tompkins  
In Memory of **John Sawyer**  
from Jim & Joan Schiedel  
In Memory of **Elaine King**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Memory of **Betty Knowles**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Honor of **Linda Schultes**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Honor of **Ron Brooks**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Honor of **Virgil King**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Honor of **Stephanie King**  
from Babette R. Fritz  
In Honor of **Gary Fiddler**  
from Betty Fiddler  
In Memory of **Lydia Jensen**  
from Bob & Carol Jensen  
In Memory of **Edwin Carol Jensen**  
from Lorette Donovan  
In Memory of **Patrick J. Donovan**  
from Loretta Donovan  
In Memory of **Lawrence Kassel**  
from Roger & Sue Guge & Family  
In Memory of **Adam Sundall**  
from Becki Hall  
In Memory of **Phil Herum**  
from Douglas Herum  
In Memory of **Elaine R. King**  
from Owens Jewelry  
In Memory of **Marlon J. Moffitt**  
from Jim & Carol Moffitt  
In Memory of **Collin Helmers**  
from Parents everywhere  
In Honor of **Trisha Nelson**  
from Ruth Fillenwarth  
In Memory of **John Anderson**  
from Diane Anderson  
In Memory of **our deceased**  
VFW Auxiliary #3388 members  
In Memory of **Lloyd Sundall**  
from Larry Sundall  
In Memory of **Emmet County Veterans**  
They died to make us free  
from Larry Sundall  
In Memory of **Phillip Herum**  
from Mary Herum  
In Memory of **Char Mackie**  
from Dave Schwandt & Terry, Sandra & Judy
In Memory of Pam Hemple
from Tim Keeler
In Memory of Pauline & Jerry Madsen
from Bill Madsen
In Memory of Dale Moritz
from Bill Madsen
In Memory of Diane Hansen
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Fred Boyce
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Stacy Birkland
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Dale Moritz
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Tom Hutchinson
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Pauline Michel
from Steve Hansen
In Memory of Kenneth Swanson
from Don & Colleen Miller
In Memory of Mavis Dahl
from Sharon Woodyard
In Memory of Forest Frank
from Verda Rierson
In Honor of Kirk Greving
from Ed Greving
In Memory of Bev Juhl
from Victor Hansen
In Memory of Edward Schubert
from Joel & Vickie Jurrens
In Memory of Wendell W. Webber
from John Swanson
In Memory of Tom Hutchinson
from Kathy Whitehouse
In Memory of Bob Whitehouse
from Kathy Whitehouse

In Memory of Tom Hutchinson
from Sandra Porter
In Memory of Tom Hutchinson
from Connie Kanes
In Memory of Tom Hutchinson
from Linda Hart
In Memory of Doug Hilburn
from Bruce Dubberke
In Memory of Dale Moritz
from Bruce Dubberke
In Memory of “Dutch” Shriner
from Gary Gunderson
In Memory of Clara Gunderson
from Gary Gunderson
In Memory of Grace Elwell
from Bev & Floyd Sidles
In Memory of Mr. Harry Sloan
from Rachel Weeden
In Memory of Mrs. Lois Sloan
from Rachel Weeden
In Honor of Our Troops in Iraq
from Doc Sievert
In Memory of Alice Jensen
from Don Button
In Memory of Lloyd Anderson
from Joyce Graettinger
In Memory of Lars & Olive Anderson
from Norma Beaver
In Memory of Matt Molacek
from Lynn & Linda Hertzke
In Memory of Collins Helmers
from Lynn & Linda Hertzke
In Memory of Linda Phillips
from Lynn & Linda Hertzke
In Memory of Nathaniel Heard
from Ken & Annette Netsch
In Memory of LaVilla Peterson
from Michelle Cole

In Memory of Alvina Grems
from friends & family
In Memory of Bill Twait
from Jan & Bob Reutter

In Memory of Bernard Johnson
from Virginia Johnson
In Memory of Nolan Boggess
from Mr. & Mrs. Garry Sicard
In Honor of Lena Boggess
from Mr. & Mrs. Garry Sicard

In Memory of Collin John Helmers
from John & Carolyn Walz

In Memory of James Applegate, Sr
from Joe Applegate

In Memory of Anna & Justin Kibbie
from Alice Applegate

Donations
Melvin Breyfogle
John Racine
Roy’s Auto